
        Did You Know?

The skull and crossbones flag at the top of 

a pirate ship is called the Jolly Roger.

Pesky Pirates!
Who Are Pirates?
A pirate is someone who attacks or robs ships. Pirates have 
been around for thousands of years. There was a ‘Golden 
Age’ of piracy a few hundred years ago, where more than 
5000 pirates sailed the seas, looting ships in different parts 
of the world. 

What Did Pirates Steal?
Pirates are well known for stealing treasure, such as gold and silver. But in real life, 
pirates also stole many others things. They often took food, such as rice and fish, so 
that they didn’t go hungry. They also stole things like candles, soap, spices, cocoa, 
cotton, wood and cannons. 

Famous Pirates
Edward Teach was the world’s most feared pirate. He 
was known by the nickname ‘Blackbeard’ because of 
his thick black beard. He had a wooden peg leg.

Mary Read and Anne Bonny were the most famous 
women pirates. They worked together to capture ships 
in Jamaica.

What Did Pirates Eat and Drink?
Pirates went to sea for a long time. Fresh food, such as meat and cheese, would 
go off very quickly. Spices and herbs were used to make rotten food taste better. 
Pirates also ate dried beans and hardtack biscuits (which were not very nice!). 

Pirates drank beer rather than water because their water used to turn green! 
Rum was also a very popular pirate drink and would keep much longer than 
water. Grog was a mixture of water and rum.
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Questions
1.  How many pirates were there during the ‘Golden Age’ of piracy? Tick one. 

   over 50 
   over 500
   over 5000

2. Name three things that real pirates used to steal. 

1.  

2.  

3.  

3. Who was the world’s most feared pirate? Tick one.  

   Edward Teach
   Edward Learn
   Edward School

4. Draw a line to complete the sentences. 

Mary Read and Anne 
Bonny 

because their water used 
to turn green!

Spices and herbs 
were the most famous 
women pirates.

Pirates would drink beer 
rather than water 

were used to make rotten 
food taste better.

5. Complete this sentence:                                                                                                                           
The skull and crossbones flag at the top of a pirate ship is called the                                                  

Union Jack                                       Black Treasure                                 Jolly Roger

Pesky Pirates
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Answers
1.  How many pirates were there during the ‘Golden Age’ of piracy? Tick one. 

   over 50 
   over 500
   over 5000

2. Name three things that real pirates used to steal. 

Answers may include: food, such as rice and fish; candles; soap; spices; cocoa; cotton; 
wood; and cannons. 

3. Who was the world’s most feared pirate? Tick one.  

   Edward Teach
   Edward Learn
   Edward School

4. Draw a line to complete the sentences. 

Mary Read and Anne 
Bonny 

because their water used 
to turn green!

Spices and herbs 
were the most famous 
women pirates.

Pirates would drink beer 
rather than water 

were used to make rotten 
food taste better.

5. Complete this sentence:                                                                                                                           
The skull and crossbones flag at the top of a pirate ship is called the Jolly Roger.

Pesky Pirates
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